EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUPS

Voluntary employee associations that aim to build an equitable and inclusive community for historically underserved communities, ensuring employees experience a greater sense of psychological safety and belonging.

- GRIOT (African Heritage)
- Georgia Tech Emerging Professionals
- HOLA
- PRIDE
- Web of Brilliance (Introverts)
- Women of Georgia Tech

To Join, Scan the QR Code

COMMUNITIES OF CONNECTION

Employee-initiated community groups for employees that focus on common concerns or life experiences related to at least one of the 8 Dimensions of Wellness, offering support and connection to one another.

- Cultural Canvas Collection
- Globetrotter Tales
- Older Graduate Students (The OGs)
- Parents @Tech

Scan the QR Code to Join a Group or Create Your Own

If you have questions about Inclusion and Belonging Programs, contact Jennifer Attilus-August at jennifer.attilus@gatech.edu